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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the second quarterly report by Personagraph. 

We are pleased to be an industry leader in data solutions on mobile, and to bring you the 
information necessary to make business decisions on audience intelligence.
 
This quarter we cover mobile ad spend, which will see 430% growth between 2013 and 2016, 
when it is set to surpass $100 billion. US Advertisers will contribute substantially to this 
growth, investing an estimated $40 billion of global ad spend. Keep an eye on key drivers, such 
as mobile video and mobile programmatic, which will deliver new opportunities for brands 
and media buyers seeking to migrate onto the mobile screen. And with mobile usage 
exceeding desktop for the first time in history, at an estimated 65% of time being spent on 
mobile, we expect just about everyone will want to allocate these dollars appropriately.
 
However, can ad-technology keep up with the growth? Advertisers are stalled as they seek to 
overcome the limitations of the mobile environment. Apps are much more transactional than 
previously estimated, and to capture data, APIs have become pivotal for execution. However, 
these methods do not exist on desktop or television, where most advertising thrives.

Our report covers the current options plus a sneak peek into the future of how to solve 
these challenges.

Beth Kindig
Developer Evangelist, Personagraph
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Mobile Ad Spend
Digital media consumption is booming with app usage exceeding desktop for the first time in 
history with an estimated 65% of time being spent on mobile, largely due to the superior user 
experience found in streaming media apps and messaging.

The global mobile advertising market has taken notice. Mobile ad spend will exceed $100 
billion in 2016 for an estimated 430% increase from 2013, and will double yet again by 2019, 
hitting $195.55 billion while claiming over 70% of digital ad spend.

Regionally, in 2016, US advertisers will spend 
over $40 billion to reach mobile consumers, 
more than double what was spent in 2014. 
China will also invest heavily with over $22 
billion — or triple the amount spent in 2014. 
Mobile video advertising will be a key driver 
reaching an estimated $6 billion by 2018. 
According to Opera Media, of the top 25 
countries listed, the United States is 
consuming significantly more video ads than 
other geographies at an estimated 2.5X its 
share of total user reach.

Last year, we also saw real-time advances from 
Facebook reporting 62% of its revenue coming 
from mobile ads in Q2 — this from a nearly 
non-existent mobile revenue stream in 2011.

2013 2014 20162015 201920182017

$19.20 $42.63 $101.37$68.69 $195.55$166.63$133.74

117.9% 122.1% 47.6%61.1% 17.4%24.6%31.9%

16.0% 29.4% 51.1%40.2% 70.1%65.9%59.4%

3.7% 7.8% 16.5%11.9% 26.8%24.1%20.5%

Note: includes display (banners, video and rich media) and search; excludes SMS, MMS and P2P 
messaging-based advertising; ad spending on tablets is included.

Mobile Internet Ad Spending Worldwide, 2013-2019

Mobile internet ad 
spending (billions)

—% change

—% of digital ad 
spending

—% of total media 
ad spending

[source: eMarketer, March 2015]
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However, with the mobile ad market expected to reach $100 
billion, can the technology that advertising relies on keep up with 
the growth?  

Digital advertisers have entered the mobile market with high 
expectations from buying programmatically online. The transition 
to mobile without cookies, and how to programmatically buy 
audiences from inside mobile apps, has been difficult for DSPs 
and media buyers. This has led to a wave of investments in mobile 
real-time bidding with 2014 acquisitions including Yahoo-Flurry, 
Millenial-Nexage/Jumptap, Twitter-NanoMedia/TapCommerce.

With the given constituents coming from online, meanwhile 
Facebook and other leading platforms exceeding mobile 
expectations, we will see advertising results largely dependent 
on the quality of data to close the gap and deliver on this $100 
billion opportunity.

Mobile Ad Spend
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Overcoming Limitations
As the migration from web to mobile persists, advertisers are realizing that the unique 
environment of mobile is not translatable to what was achieved on desktop. We are 
finding out that apps are much more transactional than previously estimated with evidence of 
a push towards messages (information) and video rather than standard advertisement 
displays, yet both still very dependent on consumer insights from device signals (such as 
location). All of these shifts place enormous pressure on the level and quality of mobile data 
being collected.

To capture the data, APIs have become pivotal for mobile execution. This is another piece lost 
in the ad-tech shift, as web-based client-side technologies are obsolete in the mobile world, 
such as pixels and cookies. Many ad-tech platforms are not architected for mobile and instead, 
require JS tags to drop cookies for user-level data, and meanwhile, are still left to figure out 
how to adapt. This will greatly limit the level of data being collected while dimensioning the 
ability to target users as the mobile ecosystem continues to advance.

From the publisher standpoint, we see concerns around the level of quality with SDKs on 
the market known as SDK bloat, plus a lack of resources to generate comprehensive 
audience profiles. Without audience information, publishers struggle to form the non-intuitive 
conclusions necessary to enrich ad offerings and predict intent. 

More regarding Cookies 
and APIs:

• 67% of ads served on Safari 
browser were served with 
no cookie match

• 66% of impressions served overall

• 41% of total mobile impressions 
served without cookies

• Compared to 10% cookie-less 
on desktop
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To date, there is no universal solution for “cookie-less” mobile audiences, although many 
advertisers and publishers are working with a combination of approaches to maximize data 
accuracy, especially given the limitations of pro-privacy operating systems and other 
consumer-interest norms such as opt-out/opt-in user level controls. 

The current approaches include:

• Unique device identifiers (UDIDs), which is a digital indicator specific to a mobile phone 
or tablet. The challenge is that these ID formats vary according to manufacturer and is 
not effective for users who have more than one device. Additionally, this method has 
been phased out due to pressure by Apple and Google to adopt advertiser IDs

• Android ID and ID for Advertisers (IDFA) are parallel methods of tracking and are 
exclusively for marketing purposes. They stick like a cookie as the user moves across the 
mobile browser and mobile apps. On Android, the ID is static and depreciates in about 
two years. On iOS, the IDFA is consumer controlled and open by default.

• “Device fingerprinting” is a technique which uses browser environment characteristics, 
for instance fonts, plugins and screen resolution to create a unique ID. Mobile touch 
points include country code, device brand, device model, device carrier, IP address, 
language, OS name, OS version, user agent, and timestamp. 

• Personally Identifiable Information (PII) uses elements including name, phone number, 
email address or other cross-channel logins to create a “match.” The main definition of PII 
is that it is data that could potentially distinguish a specific individual and de-anonymize 
the user.

• “Lookalike” modeling uses behavioral data and individual-level data to create inferences 
using broad audience insights to map out attributes. This type of data is typically 
collected on specified policies and marginalizes the need for persistent 
individual-level targeting.

Overcoming Limitations
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of CMOs say their efforts at implementing 
an omni-channel marketing strategy are 
being thwarted by a lack of access to data 
and inadequate tools/technology. 

say an inability to measure 
cross-channel performance is 
standing in their way to 
implementing an effective strategy.

cite a lack of 
in-house talent. 85% 82% 80%

Overcoming Limitations

[ source: MarketingLand ]

Customer data and customer interaction data is unavailable 
or spread accross many different “data silos”

Lack of appropriate tools or technologies required 
for omni-channel

Inability to measure cross-channel performance or ROI

Lack of in-house talent with the necessary skill set required 
to impliment and maintain omni-channel marketing

Cost considerations

Current organizational structure prevents coordination 
and collaboration required for omni-channel marketing

Inability to get a comprehensive view of the purchasing cycle

Insufficient support from our partners, agencies, 
or other third-party solution providers

Prefer to wait for clear industry best practices

Don’t understand the requirements/benefits

85.6%

84.6%

82.2%

0.5%
2.9%

80.3%

13%
9.6%

9.1%4.3%

16.8%

“Which of the following obstactles stand in the way of you implementing an omni-channel strategy 
(whereby data is leveraged to create personalized, contextually relevant customer 

experiences accross all channels) within your organization?”
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Mobile Programmatic
Display has shifted to mobile very rapidly, and programmatic 
is no exception. In 2015, mobile will account for 44.1% of all US 
programmatic display, a market currently worth $10 billion. By 
2016, mobile is expected to surpass desktop, claiming an 
estimated 56.2% of all ad expenditure. After experiencing 
tremendous growth of 243.4% last year, eMarketer predicts ad 
spend on mobile programmatic display will nearly double this 
year to $8.36 billion. Next year, expect mobile programmatic to 
claim 70%, or the lion’s share of the programmatic display market.

Additionally, marketer sentiment is high on programmatic, being 
cited as the No. 1 area of opportunity on mobile with video cited 
as the No. 2 opportunity. Despite interest in video, the majority of 
programmatic buying is done on banner ads while most video is 
sold through direct channels, where inventory guarantees can be 
put into place. This trend is expected to continue through 2016.

[ source: RBC Capital Markets and Advertising Age, 
“Social Media Survey” — March 15, 2015 ]

Channel/Format Where US Marketers 
See the Most Opportunity for 

Programmatic Advertising
Feb 2015
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The two main methods for programmatic buying is real-time bidding (RTB) and programmatic 
direct. The auction-based approach of RTB is very dominant, accounting for over $9 billion 
of the $10 billion spent on programmatic. This trend is expected to change on mobile, with 
programmatic direct expected to reach 42% or $8.57 billion in 2016 (compared to only 
8% this year).

With the influx of ad spend, data will become the force which drives audience-centered 
programmatic into the mobile ecosystem. The large-scale and complex execution of 
enterprise-sized campaigns will necessitate data platforms along with smaller marketers who 
will come to rely on mobile as a touchpoint.
  

Therefore, the following challenges still remain in programmatic 
mobile execution:

1. Shortening time between collection and results — 
Immediate, tangible results are difficult to realize between 
the time to collect the data and collate the information. 
Audience programmatic mobile data will require platforms 
and data scientists to create streamlined and 
results-oriented processes in order to execute.

2. Shift towards people based marketing — How advertisers 
measure mobile KPIs may transform as efforts are put into 
place to reach people rather than impressions. Who the ad is 
reaching and what actions are subsequently taking place is 
known as “people based marketing,” and is becoming 
popularized by Facebook, a leader on mobile. 

3. Access and security of data — As data becomes more 
recognized for its strategic value, strong management 
platforms will be required to ensure both access and 
security of this modern commodity.

For marketers, buying advertising inexpensively is eclipsed by the 
opportunities data can provide to drive more effective media — 
especially when data can assist in identifying, segmenting and 
targeting the right people at the right time. An expanded audience 
is the primary motive on mobile and with these improved business 
outcomes, we should see a rapid ROI from campaigns.

Mobile Programmatic

93%

92%

92%

91%

86%

85%

80%

70%Availability of addressable creative assets/content

Availability of addressable media channels

Executive-level support

Transparent exchange platforms

Internal talent to support initiatives

Availability of addressable audience data

Data analytics/segmentation tools and processes

Measurement capabilities

How important are each of the following to 
building and supporting a fundamental 

“programmatic” capability?

[ source: IAB ]
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[ source: IAB ]
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Social Advertising Dominance
According to a recent report issued by Strategy Analytics, ad spend on social networks grew 
41% globally in 2014, totaling over $15.3 billion, and now accounts for 11% of global digital 
ad spend. In 2015, advertisers globally are expected to spend $23.68 billion for a 33.5% 
increase. By 2017, social ad spend will reach $35.98 billion, or 16% of all digital ad spending.

On a global scale, it’s important to remember Facebook does not have any presence in China, 
the 3rd largest worldwide market for social network advertising spend, meanwhile still 
claims 65% of all ad spend. This is largely 
driven by the US, which has a 41% market 
share of social networks followed by the 
UK with 8.2%. The United States ad spend 
per social network user was at $31.37 in 
2014, and is expected to increase 27% to 
$39.84 in 2015.
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Facebook’s Multi-Stage Rocket

Mobile ads have doubled revenue and built a $6.5bn run-rate business in just 24 months

Facebook revenue by segment ($bn)
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[source: Facebook]
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Facebook partnered with DataSift in March of 2015 to collect and organize the data. All mobile 
players — including publishers, advertisers and ad networks — will need to partner with a 
platform if they are to empower the delivery of ads with conclusive insights. Notably, Twitter 
dropped DataSift during the same month as Facebook’s exclusive announcement. 

“While this type of data has been 

available from third parties before, 

the sample size was often too small 

to be significant and determining 

demographics was nearly impossible. 

With topic data, we’ve grouped data 

and stripped personal information 

from Facebook activity (not including 

Messenger) to offer insights on all 

the activity around a topic. That 

means marketers get a holistic and 

actionable view of their audience 

for the first time.”

In March of 2015, Facebook introduced a new tool called “Topic Data” which shows marketers 
what audiences are saying, while keeping identity anonymized and aggregated. Examples 
include a hair de-frizzing product accessing demographics on people talking about the effect 
of humidity on their hair to better form an understanding of their target audience. To date, the 
information is not used to target ads. According to an excerpt from the company blog:  
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[ source: Facebook ]
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Mobile Video
Acquisitions in the mobile video advertising space include Yahoo-Brightroll, AOL-Adapt.TV, 
Facebook-LiveRail and RTL-SpotXchange. Although these acquisitions strengthen the large 
publisher houses with video, this is primarily a shift towards mobile web. Apps still remain a 
challenge and constitute very little of the mobile inventory.

Q3 2014Q1 2014 Q1 2015
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In the past year, the share of impressions from video ad formats has increased over 5X, from 2.5% of all 
impressions in Q1 2014 to now just over 12.8% of impressions. Meanwhile, revenue from video has grown 
to become over 55% of revenue delivered to publishers.

[ source: Opera MediaWorks ]
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Some of the issues in migrating towards mobile video advertising include imperfect 
measurement standards for completion rates and viewable impressions. Cost per install (CPI) 
places the risk on the publisher and users are gravely affected by seeing the same ad multiple 
times known as “ad fatigue.” CPI is also adverse to brands who may not have an action in mind 
following the video advertisement. CPCV is more favorable, especially when utilized with 
hybrid mediation algorithms, because it pays per “completed view.” For now, this is the happy 
medium by minimizing risk between CPI and 
CPMV, or cost per thousand views, which 
may or may not include exposure to the 
entire message.

One idea is to migrate towards TV metrics, 
such as the Gross Rating Point (GRP). Many 
brands and advertisers are already familiar 
with this standard measure as it applies to 
exposure by calculating a percent of the 
target market reached times the exposure 
frequency. There still remains limitations in 
how much impact the advertisement 
creates, however, provides a much wider 
range for assumed exposure to meet 
advertiser KPIs.

Mobile Video
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[ source: Opera MediaWorks ]

Video advertising is growing at a rapid rate across multiple geographies, but there are a few countries 
that are seeing far higher use of the the format than others. Looking at the list of the top 25 countries 
on our platform, we found, for instance, that the U.S.s’ market share of video ads is 2.5X its share of 
our total reach of users. In other words, U.S. consumers are viewing significantly more video ads than 
consumers in the rest of the world, as are consumers in the other countries shown here.
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Mobile Creatives
The task of placing the right message in front of the right audience is becoming a more pressing 
need for brands. Reaching the correct people is one thing; what to say is something entirely 
different. For example, if you are an automobile manufacturer, do you target the audience 
with a message for a family-style minivan ad or a 2-door fuel-efficient vehicle best suited 
for commuters? 

Mobile is a well-situated medium to facilitate a more opportune and accurate ad moment. Core 
signals within the device create data points determined by a user’s device and environment, 
which can inform ad creatives for precision targeting. This is causing some agencies to spend 
their budgets on a smaller audience with more pinpoint accuracy, coupled with alternating ad 
creatives, rather than spending on a broad swath of media buying. 

After conquering native display ad monetization, you can expect Facebook and Twitter will 
perfect video advertising next, leaving other mobile players scrambling to prioritize the correct 
data to execute effectively.  Mobile video ads are positioned well for the introduction of more 
advanced data either from social or search, as there is little data being leveraged on video 
exchanges, resulting in an adverse environment for brands who are discouraged by what little 
information is available on audiences.

Combining mobile video ads with device ID and lat/long data plus additional audience data 
will allow for the targeting needed in order to meet clear KPIs. In addition, automated 
marketplaces will help to assist as more premium inventory is introduced for trade. Overall, 
publishers find real-time bidding unfavorable for video as it creates a race to the bottom, 
resulting in low prices. Therefore, it will still take some time before premium video inventory 
enters non-direct channels. Programmatic direct and private marketplaces aim to reduce sales 
channel conflicts and may assist in the growth of mobile video in particular. 

Mobile Video

Examples of core signals for contextualized messaging are platform, device type, time, location, 
weather, and publisher. If the core signals do not meet certain conditions based on the 
advertiser’s desired outcome, then the default ad type is shown. When used with accurate data 
segments, some have experienced outstanding results due to optimized creatives, reporting 
very high click-through rates (up to 100% CTR). 

From a technology standpoint, the advertisement is broken apart into individual pieces. Each 
dynamic element can be tailored with one of the signals with the data being passed by the DSP 
through a query string. Proponents of focusing more on ad creatives predict we will see up to 
400 permutations of an ad delivering utilization for very narrow targeting. The advantage of 
multiple creatives is to avoid collecting big data sets, meanwhile serving the same creative to 
all audience segments, and thereby losing the effectiveness of the insights being collected. 
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Summary
Problems in the current ecosystem:

• Siloed audience targeting data

• Nominal conversion rates

• Advertisers missing KPIs per campaign, or not able to attribute revenue correctly

• Even though we are seeing an increase in mobile ad spend, due to minimized 
spend, CPMs are nominal. Too many ads being shown.

• Publishers are limited on their revenue

Mobile Creatives
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Conclusion

Thank you for reading our Q2 2015 report. At Personagraph, we are solving the mobile 
industry’s biggest challenge by delivering data for all major constituents to reach their 
audience: advertiser, media buyer and publisher. The level of data we provide meets the 
oncoming influx of mobile ad spend dollars, while overcoming the technical limitations most 
face in this unique environment.
 
In 2015, a data platform equipped for mobile is essential for your company to succeed. If you 
would like to learn more on how Personagraph can help you effectively reach your audience 
and meet advertising KPIs, please contact us at: team@personagraph.com for a demo.
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